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Playbook

Prithvi Raj

Using one technique is more
valuable than reading three. You
are here to change your health,
TAKE ACTION.
- Prithvi Raj

What Will
You Learn
In This Playbook?
1) How To Have Massive Energy in Only 50 Seconds
2) How To Feel Completely Rested After a Night’s Sleep
3) How to Lose 5 Kilos (11 lbs) in One Month
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How To Have Massive Energy
in Only 50 Seconds
You finish work, you are getting ready to go home, you start the journey
home, there’s traffic on the roads, you fight the traffic, you reach home,
your kids are happy to see you but you just fall flat on the couch.
Ever had an experience like that?
I bet all of us have experienced something like that. Most people feel
drained at the end of the workday. They are so tired that, all they want
to do, is get home as soon as possible and rest. They have no energy to
enjoy the simple pleasures of life like playing with kids, work on their
hobbies or simply spend time with their loved ones.
You will now figure out the Code of Energy, armed with this skill, you
will never face the above problem again.
Oxygen is the key to energy. Food is the fuel that the body needs
but Oxygen is the ignition that will make use of the fuel. It is
the reason our body can burn food and generate energy. If you
don’t feel energetic, it is because you don’t breathe right. Your
body isn’t getting enough Oxygen and because of that, you’re not
burning food. If you don’t burn food, you don’t get energy. If you
take in more Oxygen, you will burn food faster and when you do
that, you will release energy faster. This is the normal process for
releasing energy, we want to supercharge the process.
When the blood carries more Oxygen to your brain, your brain cells
receive the energy that they need to thrive and you see an immediate
boost in your feeling of Aliveness and your performance.
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The Technique
Take 1 breath in(count 4 on your fingers or in your mind), hold for 1
count, exhale for 5 counts.
Repeat 5 times, you will have dramatically more energy than before.
ACTION TIP: Regardless of where you are reading this, in a bus, in
a cab, in a train. Do yourself a favour and DO IT NOW. Don’t talk
yourself out of it. If you shut this guide and could never learn another
thing about health again, this is one thing that you should leave with.
Note: Breathe deep so that the Oxygen reaches the innermost blood
vessels of the lungs. You will know if oxygen is reaching these blood
vessels, you will instantly feel it. Make sure you maintain the timings
as mentioned, if you aren’t able to reach the innermost blood vessels in
the beginning, it’s alright, but maintain the timings. If you’re obese, it
maybe difficult in the beginning, but keep at it.
Use it. Use it NOW.
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How to Feel Completely
Rested After
A Good Night’s Sleep
You sleep at 10pm, wake at 7am, a complete 9 hours of sleep, but you
still feel like sleeping more.
Ever had that happen?
If you’ve gotten a little too caught up in your life and you’ve been
eating anything and everything, you will have felt this. I used to sleep
for 8-9 hours and still feel drowsy, I wanted to sleep more, I felt like I
hadn’t rested. The reason is below.
If you’re not eating clean, the food you put into your body is taking
more energy than it’s giving you. This means that the body has to
work harder and longer to digest the food, so after 8-9 hours of sleep,
you still don’t feel completely rested, you feel drowsy, you feel lazy and
you would like to stay in bed.
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The Technique
As the issue is caused by excess undigested food, the goal is to help the
body digest food faster.
Wheatgrass makes the body more alkaline, allows faster processing of
food and makes the body comfortable so that the body can let go of
excess unnecessary food faster.
To alkalise the body and get immediate results, start drinking
wheatgrass 2 times a day.
Wheatgrass is SuperFood that has powerful alkalising properties.
It gives your body the boost in alkaline reserves that it needs, this
creates an alkaline environment which allows the body to let go of the
excessive food and the body gets to rest at night instead of processing
the junk you put into it.
Wheatgrass Powder costs about INR 200 ($ 4) in India. It comes in a
powder form which you mix with water and drink. Mix 1 table spoon
of powder in 1 glass of water. You can also buy wheatgrass or grow it
at home.
Have 2 glasses of wheatgrass per day, one immediately after you
wake up and one just before you go to bed. This causes the body to
eliminate unnecessary food when you wake up in the morning.
Note: Wheatgrass will cause you to use the loo more often.This
happens because you’ve put too much junk into your body. Once the
body has been cleansed, this reduces.
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How to Lose 5 Kilos (11 lbs) in
One Month
We’ve all seen weight loss fads and many different diets that have hit
the market. Each promises new results, but we end up giving up on
them anyway.
The Alkaline Diet isn’t anything like that. It may not be completely
enjoyable but it gets the job done. I have lost 5 kilos in 30 days and it
has been a wonderful experience. 5 Kgs is a lot of weight, your clothes
get easier to wear and people begin to tell you that you’re looking
good. People respond to you differently. The best thing is that you feel
lighter and more energetic. All of this is definitely worth going the
distance.
There is also a body recomposition effect that you will experience, it
means that you will lose some fat in a certain area(maybe thighs) and
gain weight in another area(like calves), this is very important for your
looks as this makes a difference in the size you are.
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The Technique
Eat 4 meals per day.
Breakfast: Salad
Lunch: Same Salad
Evening Snack (around 5pm): Almonds/Fruit (Banana/Apple)
Dinner: Brown rice with Curry (Smaller Sized Plate, One-Two
Servings Max)
There is a saying that goes ‘Eat Breakfast Like A King, Lunch Like a
Prince and Dinner Like a Beggar’. This is absolute rubbish in my view.
I choose the heaviest meal for dinner. If you eat a heavy breakfast,
your morning starts by taxing the body, during the course of the day,
I want to be light and get things done, a heavy meal as breakfast or
lunch is out of the question for this. However, having a heavy dinner
isn’t what I am suggesting, what I’m saying is that dinner could be
heavier than the other meals on 2 conditions. First, it must be a small
portion and a max of 2 servings. Second, you must have dinner at
least 2 hours before you go to bed. So if you plan to hit the sack at 11,
I’d suggest dinner be done max by 9pm.
This worked for me, I was 110 Kg(242.5 lbs) and I came down to
104.5 Kg(230.3 lbs), 5 kilos seems so small, but the feeling you get
when your clothes fit just right is phenomenal. The feeling when you
drop from XXL to XL is wonderful, that feeling when someone says
you look thinner is absolutely worth the effort.
Note About Salads: No salad dressings(vinaigrette, olive oil etc) eat
raw salads. This seems a little boring, but the boredom of the morning
is usually covered up with the curry of dinner. To make your salads
more appealing and palatable , you can add some chat masala or a
little salt, adding some lemon juice also gives salads a tangy taste.
Note About Calories: I used to eat around 2400 calories per day.
With the above diet, I cut my calorie count in half to around 1200
calories. I had no physical exercise during this period, with such a low
calorie intake, exercise will be difficult to do. This was what brought
the results, just stick to it and see the results.
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The Next Step
You have now started your journey on the alkaline path, from
personal experience I can say for a fact that all of this stuff works
and you’ve made a great decision by choosing an alkaline path, you
will feel amazing on this path, it just feels right.
I suggest you start immediately by going on an Alkaline Detox. You
can get my Alkaline Detox Therapy Program to feel powerful and
recharge your body. Click Here for the Alkaline Detox.

Regards,

Prithvi Raj
AlkalineDietIndia.com
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